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PLANNING BOARD AGENDA 

NOTICE OF MEETING 
 

Tuesday, April 06, 2021 at 4:30 p.m. 

Council Chambers, 2nd Floor, City Hall, 199 Queen Street  

Live streaming: www.charlottetown.ca/video 
  

 

1. Call to Order 

2. Declaration of Conflicts 

3. Approval of Agenda – Approval of Agenda for Tuesday, April 06, 2021 

4. Adoption of Minutes - Minutes of Planning Board Meeting on Tuesday, March 16, 2021 

5. Business arising from Minutes  

6. Reports: 

a) Variances: 

1. 25 Pownal Street (PID #335588) Emily 
Request to reduce the minimum lot frontage requirement of 65.6 feet to 40.0 feet for four (4) or more 

apartment dwelling units in the DN Zone in order to convert a vacant former commercial space on the 

ground floor to a residential dwelling unit, resulting in a total of five (5) dwelling units on the property. 

No changes to the existing building footprint are proposed. 

 

2. 129 Pownal Street (PID #341834) Laurel 

Request to reduce the required lot frontage from 20m (65.6 ft) to approximately 18.1 m (59.5 ft) in order 

to the allow the existing office building to be converted to a six (6) unit apartment building. 

*Pursuant to Section 3.8 (Minor Variances) of the Zoning and Development By-law, Variance #2 is 

minor in nature, therefore if no objections are received within 14 days of public notice, the Planning 

and Development Department has delegated authority to approve this request.  

 

b) Rezonings: 

3. Angus Drive (Lot 40) (PID #419143) & 413 St. Peters Road (PID #419135) Laurel 

Request to amend Appendix G – Zoning Map of the Zoning & Development Bylaw for: 

• Angus Drive (Lot 40) from Single Detached Residential (R-1L) Zone to Mixed Use Corridor 

(MUC) Zone; and  

• 413 St Peters Road from Low Density Residential (R-2) Zone to Mixed Use Corridor (MUC) 

Zone; 

And to amend Appendix A- Future Land Use Map of the Official Plan Map for: 

• Angus Drive (Lot 40) & 413 St Peters Road from Mature Neighbourhood to Village Centre 

Commercial; 

And further to consolidate Lot 40 Angus Drive (PID #419143), 413 St. Peters Road (PID #419135) 

and 415 St. Peters Road (PID #192187) being Mel’s Convenience Store into one (1) parcel, in order 

to facilitate road upgrades by the Province to St Peter’s Road and construct a second means of access 

for the convenience store to and from Angus Drive. 
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4. 7-9 Pownal Street (PID #1105451) Laurel 

• Request to Amend “Appendix C – Approved Site Specific Exemptions” as per Section 3.11 Site-

Specific Exemptions of the Zoning and Development Bylaw to exempt 7-9 Pownal Street (PID 

#1105451) from Section 34.2 of the Zoning and Development Bylaw from the required Permitted 

Uses at Grade on Walkable Streets; and  

• Create “Appendix B – Approved Site Specific Exemptions” for the Official Plan to amend Section 

4.2.3(2) of the Official Plan to exempt 7-9 Pownal Street (PID #1105451) from the designated 

permitted uses on a Walkable Street, 

In order to allow residential dwelling units on the ground floor abutting a walkable street. 
 

5. 199 Grafton Street (PID #342790) Laurel 

Request to Amend “Appendix C – Approved Site- Specific Exemptions” as per Section 3.11 Site-

Specific Exemptions of the Zoning and Development Bylaw to exempt 199 Grafton Street (PID 

#342790) from Section 30.2 Regulations for Permitted Uses and Section 30.3 Bonus Height 

Development Standards of the Zoning and Development Bylaw in order to allow for the construction 

of a multi-unit residential building with affordable housing and parking within the building.  

 

c) Others: 

6. Zoning & Development Bylaw Amendments (PH-ZD.2) & Official Plan Amendments (PH-

OPA.1) Alex 

• Water Lot Developments/Regulations 

• Amendments to permit limited signage inside of murals  

 

7. Introduction of New Business 

8. Adjournment of Public Session 

 

 

 

 

 

As the City continues to follow physical distancing protocols set out by PEI Public Health, the maximum seating for 

the public will be limited to 15 within the 2nd Floor foyer. Upon arrival, individuals will be required to provide 
information for contact tracing purposes. 
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PLANNING AND HERITAGE BOARD MINUTES 

TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 2021, 12:00 P.M. 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 2ND FLOOR, CITY HALL, 199 QUEEN STREET 

Live streaming at www.charlottetown.ca/video 

 

Present:  Mayor Philip Brown  

Councillor Mike Duffy, Chair 

Councillor Julie McCabe, Vice-Chair  

Councillor Alanna Jankov 

  

Bobby Kenny, RM  

Basil Hambly, RM 

Kris Fournier, RM 

Shallyn Murray, RM  

Reg MacInnis, RM  

Rosemary Herbert, RM 

  
Also: 

 

Alex Forbes, PHM  

Robert Zilke, PII 

 

Ellen Faye Catane, PH IO/AA 

 

Regrets: Councillor Mitchell Tweel 

 

 

As the City continues to follow physical distancing protocols set out by PEI Public Health, the 

maximum seating for the public was limited to eight (8) at the Parkdale Room. Upon arrival, 

individuals were required to provide information for contact tracing purposes. 

 

1. Call to Order  

Councillor Duffy called the meeting to order at 12:03 p.m. 

 

2. Declaration of Conflicts 

Councillor Duffy asked if there are any conflicts. Shallyn Murray, RM, declared conflict for 

agenda item #2 (130 Longworth Ave). 

 

3. Approval of Agenda 

Moved by Reg MacInnis, RM, and seconded by Councillor Alanna Jankov, that the agenda for 

Tuesday, March 16, 2021, be approved. 

CARRIED 

 

4. Adoption of Minutes 

Moved by Councillor Julie McCabe and seconded by Bobby Kenny, RM, that the minutes of the 

meeting held on Monday, March 01, 2021, be approved. 

CARRIED 

 

5. Business arising from Minutes 

There was no business arising from minutes. 

 

6. 414 Queen Street (PID #358242) 

This is a request to reduce the minimum lot area requirement of 7,965.3 sq. ft. to 5,500 sq. ft. and 

reduce the minimum frontage requirement of 76.1 ft. to 58.4 ft. at 414 Queen Street (PID #358242) 

The property in question is located in the Medium Density Residential Zone (R-3). Robert Zilke, 

Planner II, presented the application. See attached report.  
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Planning Board Meeting 

March 16, 2021 

Page 2 of 8 

 

DRAFT UNTIL REVIEWED BY COMMITTEE 

The application is for interior renovations to convert existing single-detached dwelling into a 

duplex. There will be no expansion or enlargement of the existing building and will not require 

further setback reduction.  

 

The only issue noted by staff was the existing two (2) driveway accesses. There is a driveway 

access onto Connolly Street which is a local street, and an access on the corner of Connolly Street 

and Queen Street. Since Queen Street is a collector street, Public Works indicated that the driveway 

on Queen Street could pose safety hazards for vehicles entering and leaving the site. There is a 50 

ft. requirement for any driveway access in proximity to an intersection and in this case, the existing 

driveway does not meet this requirement. Staff recommended that this access be removed and 

utilize the access onto Connolly Street. 

 

Converting the property to a duplex would also require the applicants to provide a minimum of 

two (2) parking spaces on site with access off of Connolly Street. The report also summarized the 

different pros and cons for the proposed variances. One of the cons could be rectified by removing 

or restoring the access point on to Queen Street. The pros of these variances are being able to 

provide an additional dwelling unit which supports infill development without increasing the 

density/footprint of the building. There are a variety of properties that contain a variety of multi-

unit dwelling types within the surrounding neighbourhood and this proposed duplex will be in-

keeping with the density of the area.  

 

In March 2020, the department received a complaint with regard to an illegal boarding house. The 

property owner was notified of this violation and that this use must be rectified. The applicants are 

here today to rectify this issue by converting the property into a duplex. There were also histories 

on police and emergency services being called on site for complaints.  

 

Letters were sent out to property owners within 100 m. of the subject property and received six (6) 

letters in total, three (3) in support and three (3) in opposition. Letters of support indicated that the 

variance request seems minor in nature and the proposed duplex is in keeping with the 

development of the surrounding area. It would also be an opportunity to see the property being 

renovated or redeveloped. Letters of opposition noted concerns on additional density due to the 

number of multi-dwelling developments in the area, additional traffic, previous issues (nuisance, 

unsavory behavior) with the property and occupants. It also indicated that residents would rather 

see this property remain as a single-detached dwelling. 

 

Staff recommended that the proposed variances be approved subject to the driveway access onto 

Queen Street being removed. The applicants/owners, Lucas Welch and his associate, were at the 

meeting to answer questions. 

 

Mayor Brown noted that the report indicates that the owner was Brian Johnston. However, the 

owners that were at the meeting are different. Mayor Brown and Councillor McCabe clarified if 

the property has already been sold or is still in the process of being sold. Mr. Zilke confirmed that 

the property has been sold. Mayor Brown also confirmed that he spoke to the new owners and that 

they have applied for these variances and not Mr. Johnston.  
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Planning Board Meeting 

March 16, 2021 

Page 3 of 8 

 

DRAFT UNTIL REVIEWED BY COMMITTEE 

Councillor Duffy commented that based on the letters of opposition that were received, he felt that 

residents may not have fully understood the intent of the variances and the current situation of the 

property. Mr. Zilke commented that he had a conversation with one of the residents who was 

opposed to the proposed variances and their concern was the potential of seeing the new duplexes 

being boarding houses. Mr. Zilke informed the resident that if the variances were approved, uses 

of the property would have to meet the bylaw requirements for a duplex and not a boarding house. 

 

Reg MacInnis, RM, noted that since the owner of the property was Brian Johnston, asked if the 

application was submitted by Mr. Johnston or by the new owners. Mr. Zilke responded that the 

application was submitted by the new owners but at the time of the application, the owner was still 

Mr. Johnston. Mr. Zilke noted that staff is not usually involved with the sale of the property so if 

at the time of the application, the purchase and sale is still in process, staff would look at the current 

owner at that time and would require authorization from the owner to allow for this application. 

Mr. MacInnis asked if the property would be rental properties or occupied by the new owners. Mr. 

Zilke responded that the applicants would be able to respond to that question. 

 

Rosemary Herbert, RM, indicated that she visited the site this morning and noted that the property 

is now vacant and commented that the exterior of the building needs a fair amount of work. Ms. 

Herbert asked if a condition can be added to include exterior upgrades to the building if these 

variances are approved. Councillor Duffy noted that the applicants may be able to address this 

question. Mr. Zilke responded that adding this condition could be an option. When conditions are 

added to any approvals, the conditions have to be relevant to the disposition of the application. 

Since the applicants are an additional unit, it is possible to also include upgrades to the exterior of 

the building. The applicants may be able to address this concern. 

 

Councillor Jankov asked if the bylaw has any stipulations that would indicate that if the property 

is converted into a duplex, the units cannot be used as boarding houses. Councillor Jankov noted 

that she has seen situations where duplexes were converted into boarding houses. Mr. Zilke 

responded in the by-law, boarding houses are permitted for single-dwelling units only. The idea of 

a boarding house is that rooms are rented, and all other common areas being shared. The bylaw 

does not permit boarding houses within a duplex. Councillor Jankov noted that she will be 

speaking with Mr. Zilke separately on a similar issue.  

 

Councillor McCabe noted that if boarding houses are not permitted on duplexes, asked how this 

could be enforced if in the future, the property is converted into boarding houses. Mr. Zilke 

responded that as of today, staff is working on a Summary Conviction Bylaw to fine non-

compliances to City Bylaws.  

 

Basil Hambly, RM, asked if the bylaw states how many people can live in a unit. Mr. Zilke 

responded that staff revisited the bylaw a couple years ago to differentiate a lodging house and 

boarding house. Boarding houses were defined as a household. It is difficult to define what a family 

is, but under the definition of a household, a maximum of eight (8) would be permitted in a 

household. The Building Code Bylaw also has requirements such as two (2) persons per room.  
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DRAFT UNTIL REVIEWED BY COMMITTEE 

Councillor Jankov felt that the owners could still run a boarding house if they defined themselves 

as a “family”. Mr. Zilke responded that it is difficult to define what constitutes a family unit and 

would consider this as a gray area at the moment. From a by-law perspective, staff would look at 

definitions of household and building code requirements to be able to assess the situation. 

 

Mr. MacInnis clarified that if the property is converted into a duplex, it cannot be used as a 

boarding house and Mr. Zilke confirmed and explained that Councillor Jankov was referring more 

on tenant rights than the specific land use. Councillor McCabe and Councillor Jankov both noted 

that it is more about tenants or residents not following the rules or requirements rather than what 

the land use would be, considering the issues that the property had in the past. Mayor Brown also 

commented that this issue could happen to other properties as well. 

 

Councillor Jankov asked if the owner has to live in the same dwelling if the property was permitted 

as a boarding house. Councillor Duffy responded that he believed that the owner should be there 

but would like to confirm it with staff. Councillor Duffy welcomed the applicants and asked if they 

would like to add to what Mr. Zilke presented earlier.  

 

Lucas Welch, applicant/owner, explained that there will be exterior renovations – new windows, 

sidings and decks. Mr. Welch confirmed that they are okay with removing the driveway on Queen 

Street and moving the access off of Connolly Street and will provide parking spaces for (2) 

vehicles. Mr. Welch also confirmed that the duplexes will not be converted into a boarding house. 

They are looking at high-end clientele with rents ranging from $1600 to $1800 a month. The 

proposed duplex will be a two (2), 2-bedroom units versus the current seven (7) bedroom single-

family unit. That would have been one of the reasons why it was used as a boarding house in the 

past. Mayor Brown also asked if they already purchased the property and Mr. Welch confirmed 

that they are new owners effective March 01, 2021. 

 

Councillor Jankov commented that they also own other properties where they have done a great 

job. Mr. Welch confirmed, and they usually remove everything out and replace it with new 

materials.  

 

Councillor McCabe clarified that the existing seven (7) bedrooms will be reduced to a two (2) 

bedroom unit. Mr. Welch explained that each unit will have two (2) bedrooms. The first unit will 

be on the main floor and the second unit on the second floor. 

 

Mr. MacInnis asked if the only exterior change would be the addition of a larger deck. Mr. Welch 

responded that the deck size will remain the same as the existing deck. It will just be replaced with 

new materials. Mr. Welch also added the proposed plans show an addition of a false roof, stones 

and posts to increase its curb appeal compared to its current appeal. 

 

Mr. MacInnis and Ms. Herbert also confirmed that their previous question about adding a condition 

to renovate the exterior of the building has been addressed by the applicants. 
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DRAFT UNTIL REVIEWED BY COMMITTEE 

Councillor Duffy asked for any further comments or questions; there being none, the following 

resolution was put forward: 

 

Moved by Councillor Alanna Jankov and seconded by Reg MacInnis, RM, that the request 

to: 

• Reduce the minimum lot area requirement of 7,965.3 sq. ft. to 5,500 sq. ft.; and  

• Reduce the minimum frontage requirement of 76.1 ft. to 58.4 ft., 

In order to construct a duplex dwelling on the property located at 414 Queen Street (PID 

#358242), be recommended to Council for approval, subject to the removal of the existing 

driveway access situated on the north-west corner (corner of both Queen Street and Connolly 

Street) of the subject property. 

CARRIED 

(9-0) 

 

7. 130 Longworth Ave (PID #364984) 

Shallyn Murray, RM, declared conflict and has stepped out during the review of this application. 

 

This is a request to reduce the minimum rear yard setback requirement of 19.7 ft. (6 m) to 2.5 ft. 

(0.76 m) in order to permit the expansion of an existing commercial warehouse located on the 

property at 130 Longworth Ave (PID #364984). The property is located in the Mixed-Use Corridor 

(MUC) Zone. The request also includes a request for lot consolidation. Robert Zilke, Planner II, 

presented the application. See attached report.  

 

The purpose of the requested variance is to keep the rear wall of the proposed addition continuous 

with the existing structure on site. Mr. Zilke also noted that since the lot runs parallel to the 

Confederation Trail, the by-law requires that at least a minimum of 26.2 ft. from the Confederation 

Trail be kept from any structures. Originally, the applicant applied for a larger expansion but has 

since reduced the size of the building to meet this requirement 

 

Mr. Zilke highlighted the south-west elevation of the existing structure and the proposed façade of 

the building running parallel to the trail. There is a mix of commercial warehouses and auto parts 

garages along Belmont Street and a lot of these structures are located on older lots and are fairly 

close to property boundaries. The proposed rear yard reduction and warehouse expansion will not 

be out of character in the neighbourhood. With the 26.2 ft required distance from the trail, it will 

ensure that the building maintains an adequate setback from the trail.  

 

For the landscaped area requirements, this property is required to provide at least 9 trees based on 

site frontage. However, since the property is already an existing built up area and with its current 

location, it is hard or impossible to establish the landscaped area within the existing lot. To address 

this requirement, staff proposed that the landscape buffer consisting of trees, hedge or a 

combination of both be planted along the length of the proposed warehouse addition instead. This 

will further minimize the massing of the warehouse to the trail and will make the property more 

aesthetically pleasing and reduce the monotonous tone of the warehouse facade. Staff 

recommended that the application be approved subject to the landscape buffer requirement and 
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DRAFT UNTIL REVIEWED BY COMMITTEE 

approval of the lot consolidation. Terry McKenna, applicant, was at the meeting to answer 

questions. 

 

Bobby Kenny, RM, confirmed that there was no negative feedback received on the proposed 

expansion. Mr. Zilke responded that only letters of support were received. 

 

Mr. MacInnis indicated that there is an existing driveway located within the 26 ft buffer zone and 

asked if this would have any issues. Mr. Zilke responded that the buffer requirement only refers to 

structures and does not apply to outside storage but would have to screened/covered. 

 

Councillor Jankov commented that she does not have any problem supporting the application but 

mentioned that she did not see a summary of positives and shortcomings in the report. Mr. Zilke 

acknowledged that he did not have that in his report. 

 

Mr. McKenna explained that the proposed variance is to be able to extend the existing warehouse 

using the same setback requirement. Mr. McKenna responded to the concern on the driveway and 

confirmed that there is an existing driveway off of Longworth Avenue and Belmont Street. Mr. 

McKenna shared the history of the property. City Hall (Mayor and Councillor Brown) approached 

him in 1991 or 1992 to purchase the whole property and then the City would purchase 50% of the 

property in order to upgrade Belmont Street. Mr. McKenna noted that at that time, he assumed that 

as part of the deal, the lots would be consolidated after the purchase, but it was only when he 

applied for a variance when he realized that the lots have not been consolidated. Mayor Brown 

clarified that the Councillor at that time being referred to was Councillor Richard Brown. 

 

Mr. McKenna also indicated that the expansion will not cause additional traffic. It will only be 

used as storage for their tenant’s supplies, owner’s equipment and construction supplies. The 

existing tenant of the building fronting Longworth Ave does landscaping and sells outdoor 

equipment. The building will be renovated to update the colors and add wood on the front of the 

building to offset the metal siding.  

Councillor Duffy asked for any further comments or questions; there being none, the following 

resolution was put forward: 

 

Moved by Councillor Julie McCabe and seconded by Councillor Alanna Jankov that the 

request to reduce the minimum rear yard setback requirement from 19.7 ft. (6 m) to 2.5 ft. 

(0.76m), in order to construct an addition onto the existing warehouse on the property at 130 

Longworth Ave (PID #364989), be recommended to Council for approval, subject to the 

following requirements: 

• A landscape buffer consisting of either trees, hedge or combination thereof that is 

staggered to be planted along the length of the proposed warehouse addition; and 

• The consolidation of the three (3) separate parcels into one (1) parcel. 

CARRIED 

(8-0) 

S. Murray in conflict. 
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8. Zoning & Development Bylaw (PH-ZD.2) & Official Plan Amendments (PH-OPA.1) 

These are updates to proposed amendments to the Zoning & Development Bylaw and Official 

Plan. Alex Forbes, Manager of Planning & Heritage, presented the application. See attached report. 

 

Mr. Forbes explained that the application was before the board in February 2021 to deal with 

amendments to water lots and how to regulate these lots. At that time, it was recommended that 

the amendments be forwarded to David Hooley, City solicitor, to review the document. Mr. Hooley 

conducted a thorough review and responded with recommendations. Mr. Forbes apologized that 

the report was only provided at the time of the meeting and was not made available earlier for the 

board to review. It is a very detailed report providing more information on how the proposed 

changes would impact the water lots. Mr. Forbes added that since the report was only received 

prior the meeting and should the board decide to recommend to proceed to public consultation and 

sees anything that needs to be changed or updated, the board can send their comments to him and 

he will incorporate their input in the report. Council will still have to review and decide whether 

they are comfortable to proceed as well. If Council feels that the amendments need more revisions 

or updates, then the public meeting can be deferred.  

 

Mr. Forbes provided a high-level summary of the proposed water lot regulations. The current 

bylaw indicates that a zone stops at the high water mark to define the water edge boundaries of the 

property unless the property is a water lot. And in this case, the zone extends to the end of the 

water lot. There are a number of uses that are currently permitted in the Waterfront zones which 

may not be applicable to water lots. The goal is to limit uses on the water lots such as floating 

docks and limit uses to certain water lots as applicable. The proposed amendments will indicate 

where the high water mark along the waterfront zone ends and then rezone the balance of the lot 

as a water lot. There will be two (2) water lot zones – Water Lot Commercial that would deal with 

existing uses along the waterfront; and Water Lot Open Space Zone on water lots. There are other 

levels of government that has jurisdiction over the water lot areas and their interests must be 

considered. The intent of these changes is to define where commercial water lot structures 

currently exists, and zone them as Water Lot Commercial. The other water lot properties that were 

not developed to this point will remain open space with restricted development rights or permitted 

uses.  

 

Similarly, the Official Plan will be amended to provide definitions and policies pertaining to water 

lots. 

 

The second set of proposed amendments would deal with murals with signage embedded in them.  

The current bylaw does not permit signages on murals. Murals are reviewed by the Arts Advisory 

Board and forwarded to Council for a decision. Mr. Forbes would like to amend the existing 

Zoning bylaw to provide a mechanism to consider   murals that include signage. 

 

Mayor Brown felt that the board needs more time to carefully review the proposed amendments 

and would like defer the recommendation for public meeting on a future date. Councillor Duffy 

indicated that the board can continue to review the package and if they have any questions or 

recommendations, they can reach out to Mr. Forbes. The board will reconvene in the next Planning 

Board meeting scheduled on April 06, 2021 to review this application. 
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No decision was made at this time. 

 

9. New Business 

There was no new business. 

 

10. Adjournment of Public Session 

Moved by Mayor Philip Brown and seconded by Councillor Julie McCabe, that the meeting be 

adjourned. The meeting was adjourned at 12:45 p.m. 

           CARRIED 

 

 

___________________________ 

Councillor Mike Duffy, Chair 
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Public Meeting of Council 
Tuesday, March 23, 2021, 7:00 PM 
Courtyard, The Rodd Royalty, 14 Capital Drive; 
Via videoconference (Webex); and  
Live streaming at www.charlottetown.ca/video 
 
As the City continues to follow physical distancing protocols set out by PEI Public Health, the 
maximum seating at the Courtyard room was limited to 50 (including staff). No additional cohorts 
were permitted at this time. Upon arrival, individuals were required to complete a registration 
sheet with their information and covid-19 screening questions for contact tracing purposes. 
 
Mayor Philip Brown presiding 

Present: Councillor Mike Duffy 

Councillor Julie McCabe 

Councillor Alanna Jankov  

 

Councillor Terry Bernard  

Councillor Mitchell Tweel 

Councillor Terry MacLeod 

   

Also: Alex Forbes, PHM  

Laurel Palmer Thompson, PII 

Ellen Faye Catane, PH IO/AA 

Bobby Kenny, RM 

Kris Fournier, RM 

   

Participated 

electronically  

via Webex: 

Councillor Robert Doiron 

Deputy Mayor Jason Coady* 
*Declared conflict for Agenda Item 1 and 

joined Webex for Agenda Item 2. 

 

Basil Hambly, RM 

Reg MacInnis, RM 

Rosemary Herbert, RM 

Shallyn Murray, RM 

   

Regrets: Councillor Greg Rivard  

 

Councillor Kevin Ramsay 

 

1. Call to Order 
Mayor Philip Brown called the meeting to order at 7:04 p.m.  
 
2. Declarations of Conflict of Interest 
Deputy Mayor declared conflict on agenda item 1, Angus Drive (Lot 40) and 413 St. Peters Road.  

 
3. Approval of Agenda 
Moved by Councillor Mike Duffy and seconded by Councillor Kevin Ramsay, that the agenda for 
Tuesday, March 23, 2021, be approved. 
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Public Meeting of Council 2 of 13 March 23, 2021 

Mayor Brown opened the meeting and introduced members of Council present in the room and 
connected via Webex. Mayor Brown also added that resident members of the planning board 
were also at the meeting or connected via Webex. Mayor Brown also explained the Covid-19 
measures that were put in place such as 6-feet distance between participants, sanitizing stations, 
wipes and masks.  
 
Mayor Brown asked Councillor Duffy if agenda item #2 (7-9 Pownal Street) could be discussed 
first. Councillor Duffy explained that Deputy Mayor Coady indicated that he will be joining the 
Webex session for the second item so it would be difficult to switch the agenda at this time. 
Mayor Brown proceeded with the agenda as published.  
 
Mayor Brown then handed the floor over to Councillor Duffy for the ground rules and introduction 
of the application. Councillor Duffy, Chair of Planning Board, provided an overview of the meeting 
procedure and then proceeded to introduce the first item. Councillor Duffy then handed the floor 
to Laurel Palmer Thompson, Planner II, for the presentation.  
 
4. Angus Drive (Lot 40) (PID #419143) & 413 St. Peters Road (PID #419135) 
This is a request to rezone/amend Appendix G – Zoning Map for Angus Drive (Lot 40) (PID 
#419143) from Single-Detached Residential (Large) (R-1L) Zone to Mixed-Use Corridor (MUC) 
Zone and 413 St. Peters Road (PID #419135) from Low Density Residential (R-2) Zone to Mixed 
Use Corridor (MUC) Zone. This also includes a request to amend Appendix A- Future Land Use 
Map of the Official Plan Map for Angus Drive (Lot 40) (PID #419143) & 413 St. Peters Road (PID 
#419135) from Mature Neighbourhood to Village Centre Commercial. And further, a request to 
consolidate Angus Drive (Lot 40) (PID #419143), 413 St. Peters Road (PID #419135) and 419 
St. Peters Road (PID #192187) being Mel’s convenience store into one (1) parcel, in order to 
facilitate road upgrades by the Province to St. Peters Road and construct a second means of 
access for the convenience store to and from Angus Drive. Laurel Palmer Thompson, Planner II, 
presented the application.  
 
The subject properties are bound by R-1L zoning to the north, St. Peters Road to the south, Mel’s 
Convenience Store to the east and Angus Drive to the West. A single-detached dwelling currently 
exists on 413 St. Peters Road. Angus Drive, Lot 40, is a vacant lot. Mel’s is located along St. Peters 
Road, which is a provincial highway. It is one of the main arteries for traffic traveling in and out 
of the city from the eastern portion of the Island. 
 
The current application has come forward because the Province is undertaking major upgrades 
to St. Peters Road in the Summer of 2021. The upgrades include the construction of a roundabout 
at the location of Angus Drive, St. Peters Road and Hanmac Drive. The Province is also 
constructing a center-median on St Peters Road which will not allow vehicles traveling east to 
turn left into Mel’s or vehicles exiting the site to make left turns to get into the main highway. 
Only right-in, right-out movements will be permitted off St. Peters Road. Therefore, vehicles 
traveling east will be required to exit the site onto Angus Drive or St. Peters Road in a westbound 
direction and circle the roundabout before heading east. This will create a much safer situation 
for vehicles accessing and entering the site. 
 
In 2013, the Province and the City completed a traffic study on St. Peter's Road. Due to traffic 
generated at this location, the study identified Angus Drive as one of the key intersections for 
controlled access. Jeff Doucette and Dan MacIsaac, representatives for Mel’s; and Stephen Yeo 
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and Alan Aitken, representatives from the Province of Transportation, Infrastructure and Energy, 
were at the meeting to speak to the application. 
 
Stephen Yeo explained the upgrades to Angus Drive and MacWilliams Road. There will be a total 
of three (3) roundabouts in total, with the first being located at the intersection of MacRae Drive 
and St. Peters Road. The plan is for a controlled intersection at Angus Drive and the subdivision 
to the south. The Province is looking at safety and capacity as they continue to look at road 
upgrades. The Province has done a major upgrade to the intersection of St. Peters Road and the 
bypass that would open this fall. The Province is looking at improving the efficiency of moving 
traffic through the intersection and the goal is to complete the remaining two (2) sections of the 
upgrades before moving on to the final phase which would be the roundabouts in the East Royalty 
area. 
 
As traffic proceeds east towards Souris, there is a high volume of traffic going into Mel’s. The 
safest way to get traffic into Mel’s would be to use the roundabout onto Angus Drive and through 
the proposed access into Mel’s. Vehicles can also exit Mel’s through St. Peters Road or through 
Angus Drive. That is considered a safety efficiency improvement.  
 
The Province has had previous projects where a commercial business cannot have access to a 
secondary street and would only allow a right-in, right-out in and out of the property. But if there 
is the ability to access a commercial business from a secondary street at a roundabout location 
where there is an intersection, the department would prefer that to happen for safety reasons. 
Without the secondary access, residents along Angus Drive would have to go through the 
roundabout then drive east to MacWilliams Road roundabout and drive back to get to Mel’s. This 
is putting more pressure on the system or traffic load.  
 
The Province is trying to increase efficiencies so allowing the secondary access would help 
minimize traffic load along St. Peters Road. The area is a busy section of St. Peters Road and 
continues to be busier as more dwellings are developed along East Royalty Road. Mr. Yeo added 
that over the last two (2) years, MacWilliams Road alone has become busier resulting in capacity 
issue and more delays for vehicles trying to get on St. Peters Road, particularly those turning left 
onto Route 2. If the traffic doesn't have to come up and go around MacWilliams Road and come 
back, that is going to open up a lot more spaces for traffic to get into the roundabout along 
MacWilliams Road and Angus Drive. 
 
Mr. Yeo also added that not all vehicles leaving Mel’s site would use Angus Drive access. Most 
vehicles would likely use the right-out access off of St. Peters Road, use the roundabout and then 
head east. Mr. Yeo presented a zoomed out view of the proposed roundabouts. There were 
concerns with the offset and the distances where these accesses would be located. The 
alignments can be tweaked to take any line of sight or headlights off of dwelling units that may 
be affected. Mr. Yeo added that he and the Minister had discussions with the residents in the 
area.  
 
From a safety perspective, Mr. Yeo indicated that the project is more about safety and efficiency 
on Route 2. There will be a four (4) lane cross-section, splitter islands from St. Peters Road to 
MacWilliams Road. There will be no left-turning traffic trying to move onto high capacity roads 
and there will be less delays on the secondary or local streets during peak hours. Mr. Yeo also 
mentioned that Alan Aitken, traffic engineer for the Province, looked at the numbers on queuing 
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and indicated that they are looking at one or two (1 or 2) vehicles queuing up. This will be an 
efficient way to operate this intersection. Mayor Brown asked if Mr. Aitken would like to add more 
information to what Mr. Yeo provided. Mr. Aitken responded that he doesn’t have anything to add 
but would answer any technical questions. 
 
Jeff Doucette, General Manager for Mel’s Petro Canada, indicated he has nothing to add to what 
Mr. Yeo mentioned about traffic flow since Mr. Yeo would be more knowledgeable when it comes 
to roadways and traffic operations but could provide additional information with regards to the 
proposed rezoning of the site. Mr. Doucette noted that during snowstorms, holidays, sunny 
summer days and during the early days of the pandemic, Mel’s convenience store could be 
chaotic. There have been cars trying to turn left to get into the site and cars trying to exit the 
property. There were also times where vehicles parked along the side of the road to avoid 
manoeuvring in and out of the site.  
 
The proposed plan would eliminate these concerns by allowing a right-in, right-out only access 
on to the main highway. It will also alleviate congestion on the main highway by providing a 
second access where vehicles can enter or exit the site. The second access would also allow 
residents along Angus Drive an opportunity to enter the property without having to go onto the 
highway. The end goal is to increase safety in the area.  
 
Dan MacIsaac, owner, indicated that he read the comments from the residents who were not in 
favor of the proposed rezoning. Mr. MacIsaac emphasized that the rezoning was not their initiative 
and there has been enough road constructions in the area. With the current pandemic, he is not 
looking forward to any more construction in the area. However, Mr. MacIsaac mentioned that the 
government has a plan to upgrade the roads for several reasons and safety being its priority. 
 
Initially, Mr. MacIsaac felt that there was no real big hurry to rezone the property at this time. 
However, it was pointed out to them that it is best to rezone the property now and that the 
government has the authority to get this job done. Mr. MacIsaac added that they are going to 
make the best out of the current situation in terms of safety. Mr. MacIsaac noted that the city 
has a growing community, the government is putting in roundabouts with focus on safety, and 
they would be in a position where they could also have a safer property. Mr. MacIsaac shared 
that he has been in one of the most difficult meetings dealing with this property and concluded 
that the proposed roundabout is probably the solution to address these traffic issues and that 
they will continue to support what is best for the community. 
 
Paula Redmond, resident, together with her parents, Paul and Florence McGonnell, were against 
the proposed rezoning and lot consolidation of three (3) lots for the sole purpose of creating a 
secondary access to an extremely busy convenience store/gas bar/liquor store. She recognized 
the high traffic volumes on St. Peters Road, especially in the vicinity of Mel’s and that necessary 
steps need to be taken to make this a safer area with a smoother flow of vehicular traffic. 
However, they strongly object to any proposed solution that would permit heavy traffic being 
directed onto Angus Drive. Ms. Redmond recommended to look at an alternative solution to utilize 
the 300-ft frontage (approximate) of the property along St. Peters Road for access instead of 
creating access off of Angus Drive. Another suggestion was to use the MacWilliams Road 
roundabout for vehicular traffic wanting to get to Mel’s convenience store. This is very similar to 
the situation on Riverside Drive where eastbound traffic from city center, Hillsborough Bridge, 
Exhibition Drive, etc., must proceed to Walker Drive roundabout and circle back to access any 
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businesses on their left such as Metro Building supplies, Access PEI, etc. This would eliminate any 
need for an entrance-exit road into the residential area on Angus Drive. Ms. Redmond noted that 
if the current proposal is approved as submitted, it will negatively impact the quality of life of the 
Angus Drive homeowners and significantly devalue their properties. Ms. Redmond felt that 
homeowners who have lived for almost 50 years in a zoned area should have every reasonable 
expectation that any use of property in close proximity should not be rezoned with such a 
detriment to their properties. Ms. Redmond hoped that this proposal would be revisited and a 
different solution be recommended or suggested.  
 
Craig Phillips, resident, spoke on behalf of her parents, Harold and Doreen Phillips. Mr. Phillips 
has a clear understanding of what the traffic situation is in East Royalty. As the area continues to 
be developed, expanding further onto MacRae Drive, there have been a significant increase in 
traffic, not just along St. Peters Road but along the interior local streets. He is aware of the 
congestion along St. Peters Road. Mr. Philips recognizes that development happens and that there 
is a need for traffic circles in the area. However, his concern is that the vacant land between the 
airport and north of East Royalty Road will most likely be developed in the future for residential 
dwellings which could result in up to three times the current population. Residents will be traveling 
down MacRae Drive or MacWilliams Road to get to St. Peters Road. Most of the residents in the 
community frequently visit Mel’s for gas, the convenience store or the liquor store and majority 
would travel through Avonlea Drive towards Angus Drive. Mr. Phillips felt that it would be 
unrealistic for residents to be taking the roundabout along MacRae Drive and then the roundabout 
along Angus Drive to get to Mel’s. St. Peters Road is already a busy road and there will be more 
traffic in the area from East Royalty Road to Mel’s over time. Otherwise, he felt that the developers 
would not be expanding at this time. Mr. Phillips indicated that it will be extremely detrimental to 
property owners in that neighbourhood. Mr. Phillips also ran measurements of the roundabouts 
and controlled intersections along Cornwall, to the bypass and to Hillsborough Bridge, and noted 
that the average distance between roundabouts was about 800 or 850 meters. There are a couple 
others that are further apart in Cornwall because of the plans to put overpasses. The only area 
along St. Peters Road and East Royalty area that has as many intersections would be the 
roundabout along Riverside Drive and residents are aware of the traffic situation during rush 
hour.  
 
Mr. Phillips does not understand why the Province is looking to construct several roundabouts 
along St. Peters Road. Mr. Phillips also asked why can’t the proposed roundabout on Angus Drive 
be located on Woodleigh Drive, and then open space along Short Street be used to connect to 
Tara Heights. Should this be the case, it would allow traffic to flow through these local streets 
onto St. Peters Road and have access to the roundabouts. This could potentially isolate Mel’s 
convenience store from the residential community and allowing for an expansion. This will also 
isolate Angus Drive and eliminate the need for a second access for Mel’s.  
 
Mayor Brown reminded the residents that additional comments may be submitted to City Hall or 
emailed to planning@charlottetown.ca on or before noon on Wednesday, March 24, 2021. 
 
Patty Good, resident, disagrees with the proposed development. She noted that she is fully aware 
of what is happening in that area on a daily basis. Ms. Good asked why would Mel’s require a 
special entrance while vehicles traveling along Riverside Drive need to loop around the two (2) 
roundabouts to get to their destination. Ms. Good felt that with the amount traffic in the area, 
letting the vehicles loop through the proposed roundabouts would allow vehicles to flow out of 
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Mel’s better. She also hoped that the government realizes that Mel’s is a busy location with a high 
volume  of sales and felt that it is in the wrong location. Ms. Good noted that the business should 
be moved or relocated to where the rest of the commercial properties are as part of the 
government’s road upgrade plans. Ms. Good felt that this business will continue to grow and will 
cause more issues, including traffic issues.  
 
Laura Morgan, resident, agreed with the comments from other residents and noted that it is 
disheartening to feel that their homes will be drastically changed. She is aware that there has 
been much planning around this proposed development and upgrades. Ms. Morgan indicated that 
she received the information about the rezoning from her neighbour on Wednesday and received 
the letter from the City on Thursday. Ms. Morgan stated that, “It is really hard to think that, 
because some people make more money than you do, that they are a business, and their 
livelihood means more than yours”. She also shared that they are new to the neighbourhood and 
not like the rest of the residents who have been in that community for a long period of time. 
However, she felt that they deserve the same respect that a large business would get in their 
neighbourhood, and they need to feel that their needs are being met and not just the needs of 
the business.  
 
Ms. Morgan added that the developers kept talking about safety, eliminating the left turns off the 
highway. It is not eliminating any left turns. Vehicles will continue to turn left, except that they 
will be turning left on a residential street without shoulders, center lines or sidewalks. There is a 
lot of foot traffic on these residential streets; residents walking their dogs, cycling, etc. Ms. 
Morgan felt that they are not eliminating traffic problems ,just moving traffic to a different area 
on St. Peters Road. Ms. Morgan shared that aside from Riverside Drive, there is also the 
roundabout along North River Road where vehicles have to double back or use the roundabouts 
to get to their destination. Ms. Morgan felt that using the same method along St. Peters Road 
would not be a big issue. Residents who need to access Mel’s will find a way to get to Mel’s and 
she felt that they do not have to go onto Angus Drive to get to Mel’s. 
 
Mr. Phillips commented that in regard to the roundabouts along North River Road, the 
roundabouts are located further away -from Mel’s location or the gas station compared to the 
roundabouts being proposed in East Royalty Road.  
 
Randy Good, resident, commented that the proposed rezoning tonight is the same proposal that 
Mr. MacIsaac proposed seven (7) years ago. If it was not Mr. MacIsaac who is bringing this 
application forward tonight, Mr. Good asked who brought forward this application. He felt the 
proposal is ultimately not good for the community, no matter which way this is looked at. There 
will be more traffic onto Angus Drive. If the business would like to continue to operate in that 
location, it only needs one (1) entrance and exit. At present, there are two entrances/exits for 
Mel’s and most of the time, multiple vehicles enter and leave the site. Mr. Good found that 
dangerous. Mr. Good mentioned that this is the same proposal several years ago and added that 
some of the current Councillors were the same Councillors at that time and have voted against 
the rezoning twice. 
 
Yvonne Cummiskey, resident, shared that their property on East Royalty Road will be sold since 
it would be affected by the road upgrades. Ms. Cummiskey indicated that this was discussed 12 
years ago and she is aware that this will happen at some point. She also recalled attending a 
meeting seven (7) years ago regarding this rezoning and remembered it being turned down by 
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Council. Although she will not be in the community and is heart-broken to see these changes, 
she continues to work with the community and felt that something has to be done. However, she 
does not think that rezoning the property and putting an access off Angus Drive would be the 
solution. Mr. Cummiskey also wondered what could happen on the property in the next two to 
three (2-3) years. There is a possibility of expanding the business and asked if the business could 
be moved so that it doesn’t impact Angus Drive. Also, the area has developed over the last few 
years and is difficult to find a house in the East Royalty area.  
 
Ms. Cummiskey indicated that she worked with Mr. Yeo and understood that safety is an issue 
and that road upgrades needed to be done. However, she felt that there could be a better solution 
to address the situation. She has prepared herself over the last 12 years because she was aware 
that this will happen; that she may lose her property at some point. While she felt that this is 
disheartening, she agreed that something has to be done for the best interest and safety of 
residents but felt that a better solution should be considered.  
 
Councillor McCabe mentioned that a traffic study was conducted in 2013 and in tonight’s meeting, 
residents have indicated that there has been a significant amount of development in the East 
Royalty area over the years. Councillor McCabe then asked if the traffic study would still be 
practical or indicative of the current traffic situation. Mr. Aitken responded that they have the 
traffic data from 2013 and have more recent data on how much traffic has increased on Route-2 
and the Trans-Canada Highway on an annual basis. They analysed the data to determine what 
the delays would be on projected 2021 traffic. The delays will be two-thirds to three-quarters less 
than what they currently are at those intersections. 
 
Councillor McCabe noted that most of the questions pertained to the proposed roundabouts which 
is a provincial project. However, the public meeting tonight is to hear comments regarding the 
proposed rezoning along Angus Drive and St. Peters Road. Councillor McCabe asked Ms. 
Thompson if she could elaborate so that residents would understand what could happen on the 
property should the rezoning be approved. Ms. Thompson explained that the application is here 
tonight because the properties in question are currently zoned residential. In order for Mel’s 
convenience store to obtain access onto that residential property, it has to be rezoned to 
commercial. If the properties are rezoned, there are several permitted commercial uses within 
the bylaw that would be permitted in that area aside from the use that currently exists. Councillor 
McCabe asked if the property could further expand for more commercial uses. Ms. Thompson 
agreed that once the property is rezoned, it could expand to allow for other commercial uses.  
 
Councillor McCabe asked Mr. Doucette or Mr. MacIsaac if there are any future plans to expand 
the business or would the request to rezone the property allow a secondary access on to Angus 
Drive. Mr. MacIsaac responded that at this time, there are no plans to expand. They would first 
like to see how much land would be left of their property after the roundabout is constructed 
before determining if there is a possibility to expand their business.  
 
Councillor McCabe asked for clarification that once the property is rezoned, the owners would 
have as-of-right to develop or expand its uses. Ms. Thompson confirmed and mentioned that if 
the owners decide to expand their operations at that time, they would be permitted to do so as 
long as there are no traffic issues. At that time, the proposal would have to be reviewed by the 
City and Provincial traffic engineers.  
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Councillor McCabe asked if the roundabout could go ahead without the property being rezoned 
and asked if Mel’s could have access onto the residential property if the rezoning was rejected. 
Ms. Thompson responded that they would not be permitted to route commercial traffic onto a 
residential property as these will be two conflicting uses.  
 
Councillor McCabe also asked if the road upgrade plans are final or would there be other options 
for entrance and exits. Mr. Yeo stated that, “Nothing is set in stone until the shovels hit the 
ground”. However, looking at the research and analysis done, they felt that this is the best option 
for the area in terms of safety and capacity by building these three (3) roundabouts and move 
high volume traffic along Route 2 and use secondary or local streets to better accommodate 
traffic.  
 
Mayor Brown asked where in the bylaw could residents find the Village Centre Commercial 
definition. Ms. Thompson clarified that the Village Centre Commercial is the Official Plan 
Designation and the zone would be Mixed Use Corridor (MUC). Mayor Brown also asked what is 
meant by rezoning from mature neighbourhood to village centre commercial. Ms. Thompson 
explained that when the City created the East Royalty Plan, the City designated the area as mature 
neighbourhood. These were areas that were already fully developed and built out. Since East 
Royalty is a growing community, staff worked with different developers at that time to develop a 
plan for the raw land that was ready for development. Those areas were zoned for specific zones 
for residential use. Anything that was already fully built out and established were designated as 
mature neighbourhood which is basically Low Density and Medium Residential.  
 
Councillor Jankov was not sure if everyone is familiar with the permitted uses of the Mixed Use 
Village Commercial or Mixed Use Corridor zone and asked if Ms. Thompson could identify these 
uses. Ms. Thompson clarified that the proposed zone is Mixed Use Corridor and not the Mixed-
use Village Commercial. The reason why the proposal is to rezone to MUC is because the existing 
Mel’s property is zoned MUC and the intent was to have one (1) zone in the area. When dealing 
with zoning, it is best to keep zones contiguous as opposed to a various spot zones. MUC is 
Section 24 and the permitted uses are: uses permitted in the R-4 zones which are residential 
uses; uses permitted in the Institutional Zone subject to the regulations for permitted uses in that 
zone; Commercial uses permitted in the East Royalty Mixed Use Village Commercial Zone (step 
down) automobile sales and service, cannabis retail store, equipment sales, rental service, 
greenhouse nursery retail, outdoor retail display, parking lot, retail store with connected retail 
warehouse like manufacturing assembly facility, retail warehouse, service repair establishment, 
storage facility, transport terminal and warehouse and/or distribution center.  
 
Councillor Tweel noted quality of life is probably the central theme for this particular community 
or any community for that matter. There is no doubt that Mel’s in East Royalty is probably one of 
the busiest gas stations in the province, or Atlantic Canada. Councillor Tweel noted that it would 
be good for Mr. MacIsaac’s business. However, Councillor Tweel felt that there is a conflict with 
the proposed rezoning. Although the Province is looking at a reasonable and realistic solution, 
more work has to be done. There has to be another option or an alternate solution to address 
these issues. More time is needed to explore and examine other possibilities. Councillor Tweel 
asked Mr. Aitken if the project was to proceed and traffic would increase dramatically on Angus 
Drive, what impact and effect would that have on residents living on Angus Drive. Mr. Aitken 
responded that the volume of traffic that is projected on that portion of Angus Drive based on 
previous counts and increased in traffic out to year 2021, would be 72 vehicles turning left at the 
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roundabout onto Angus Drive into Mel’s during the morning peak hour.   For vehicles leaving the 
property turning left would be about 71 vehicles in the morning peak hour. Some of those 71 
exiting would continue to use the access points on St. Peters Road then use the roundabout to 
head east towards Souris. Some of those 71 might use the new access onto Angus Drive. It has 
a very similar distance from Mel’s to Angus Drive to the roundabout than it is from Mel’s out to 
St. Peters Road and out to the roundabout. The Province has projected that about half of those 
71 vehicles in the morning that want to go east will use Angus Drive and the other half would 
use St. Peters Road.  
 
Councillor Tweel noted that those are projections for 2021 and mentioned that the projections 
five (5), 10 or 15 years ahead were not looked at because there are plenty of opportunities for 
growth and development in that area. Mr. Aitken explained that that the Province and the City 
worked together in 2013 on a traffic study and concluded that in order to accommodate the 
substantial growth expected in East Royalty, controlled intersections, and in this case, 
roundabouts were the preferred option, in order to accommodate the growth. And in terms of 
where they were proposed to be located, these three (3) locations were chosen because it 
provides very good connection points to both the residents of the northern portion of East royalty 
as well as the southern portion and effectively should equally distribute the traffic amongst those 
three (3) roundabouts. The projections that were done back in 2013 looked out until 2033 or 
2035 and it was determined that the roundabouts at those three (3) locations would 
accommodate the traffic up to those periods.  
 
Councillor Tweel mentioned that the proposal talked about the roundabouts and safety but 
nothing was mentioned about safety and infrastructures for pedestrian traffic, and what would 
the increase in traffic on Angus Drive have on pedestrian safety. Mr. Yeo explained that they are 
constructing an 8-foot wide paved transportation trail all the way along the north side of the 
street. The crosswalks would be set back two to three (2-3) car lengths from the roundabouts to 
give pedestrians and vehicles enough sight lines. There will also be rapid flashing beacons when 
pedestrians want to cross. For the entrance going into Mel’s, there will be a paved walkway for 
pedestrians going to Mel’s. Sidewalks that would be further along Angus Drive would be 
something that the City would have to look into. If there is any opportunity for the Federal 
government to co-share these initiatives or projects, it would also be nice for the City to also look 
into those options.  
 
Councillor Tweel asked if other options or alternatives were explored to avoid impacting Angus 
Drive or putting the roundabout along Angus Drive. Mr. Yeo responded that the increase in traffic 
along Angus Drive would be the first 100 meters. The intent of having a secondary access for 
Mel’s is to reduce the number of vehicles that would have to use MacWilliams Road roundabout 
to turn back to get into Mel’s. Also, the second access will also be safer for residents along Angus 
Drive and for vehicles wanting to get to Mel’s. Mr. Yeo mentioned that he does not know how the 
business is going to expand in the future but he is aware that there will be other developments 
that will happen in that area. There will be new homes in the area which will cause traffic to 
increase. These roundabouts will help alleviate these traffic concerns. Mr. Aitken also added that 
there will be area lighting all along St. Peters Road and will be spaced at about 45 meters.  
 
Councillor Tweel asked if the roundabout could proceed if the rezoning is not approved. Ms. 
Thompson responded that if the rezoning is not approved, the roundabout will still be constructed. 
However, the second access for Mel’s will not be permitted. Residents would have to use the 
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roundabout along MacWilliams Road to turn back to get to Mel’s. There will be more traffic filtering 
on St. Peters Road. But with having the second access, it takes some of the movement away 
from St. Peters Road for residents wanting to get to Mel’s by turning into Angus Drive and turning 
right using the second access. It is alleviating those traffic movements and creating a safer 
situation where people don't have to go out into the highway to access that business. 
 
Mayor Brown confirmed with Ms. Thompson that this application with be reviewed by Planning 
Board and Ms. Thompson confirmed. Mayor Brown mentioned that Councillor Duffy, Councillor 
McCabe, Councillor Jankov, Councillor Tweel and himself are members of the Planning Board.  
 
Councillor Bernard asked what will happen to the existing sidewalks that currently exist along St. 
Peters Road. Mr. Yeo confirmed that the existing sidewalks will be torn down but will be also 
rebuilt at the proper grade. Councillor Bernard also asked if it will be sidewalks or paved pathways. 
Mr. Yeo explained that the existing sidewalks on the south side will be rebuilt. On the north side, 
a paved transportation trail for cyclists and foot traffic will replace the current sidewalks. 
 
Mr. MacIsaac thanked the residents for sharing their thoughts and comments and added that if 
not because of the residents, Mel’s would not be successful. Mr. MacIsaac stated, “Trying to move 
traffic in a busy location is quite a little challenge and you compound that with the efforts of the 
government for the same reasons for moving traffic, it's all about safety.”  Mr. MacIsaac also 
shared that there are a limited number of homes along Mel’s side and that they own most of the 
properties. There are a few properties that will be purchased by the Province for the construction 
of the roundabouts. Mr. MacIsaac noted that contrary to some of the comments, he doesn’t think 
that the second access will be more dangerous. He personally felt that it will be a safer option 
since most of the traffic that is going up on Angus Drive off the roundabout will either be going 
home or going into Mel’s. It is about movement of traffic and doing it the right way. Mr. MacIsaac 
also stated, “I think we’ve at least tried to demonstrate that we're a pretty good corporate citizen. 
We're trying to accommodate what the community would like to see and the services that they 
have supported. But at the end of the day, it's inevitable that changes have to be made.” . Mr. 
MacIsaac further added that it is a growing community and the government acknowledges that. 
Changes have to be made and that is why the government is proposing this alternative to support 
and help continue to serve the community.  
 
Mayor Brown thanked the applicants and representatives from the Province. He also thanked the 
residents for expressing their opinions and requested that any additional comments be sent to 
Planning’s email at planning@charlottetown.ca before 12:00pm on Wednesday, March 24, 2021.   
 
Mayor Brown asked for any further comments; there being none, the meeting proceeded to the 
next agenda item. 
 
Deputy Mayor Coady joined via Webex for the next application. 
 
 
5. 7-9 Pownal Street (PID #1105451) 
This is a request to amend “Appendix C – Approved Site Specific Exemptions” as per Section 3.11 Site-
Specific Exemptions of the Zoning and Development Bylaw to exempt 7-9 Pownal Street (PID 
#1105451) from Section 34.2 of the Zoning and Development Bylaw from the required Permitted Land 
Uses at Grade on Walkable Streets; and create a new table “Appendix B – Approved Site Specific 
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Exemptions” for the Official Plan to exempt 7-9 Pownal Street (PID #1105451) from the designated 
permitted uses on a Walkable Street as per Section 4.2.3(2) of the Official Plan, in order to allow 
residential dwelling units and office spaces on the ground floor abutting a walkable street. Laurel 
Palmer Thompson, Planner II, presented the application.  
 
The property owners of 102296 PEI Inc have made an application for a site-specific exemption 
from the requirement under Section. 34.2 Permitted uses  at grade on walkable streets of the 
Zoning and Development by law. On Schedule B2 of the Official Plan and Map C - Walkable Streets 
of the Zoning and Development Bylaw, the portion of Pownal Street along with portions of other 
streets that run perpendicular and south of Water Street are designated as walkable streets. 
These walkable streets were to accommodate active ground floor uses that would activate the 
waterfront and create a must-see destination in this area of the city. The application will require 
an amendment to the Official Plan to exempt the property from Section 4.3.2 of the Official Plan. 
If approved, a new appendix to the Official Plan will be created to recognize properties that have 
been granted site-specific exemptions. The applicants have requested that a portion of the be 
exempted from the provisions of the Bylaw and the Official Plan. It is immediately adjacent to 
Pownal Street. The unit was initially intended to house commercial or tourism uses that animate 
the street and if approved, this site specific exemption would allow this multi-use building to 
incorporate residential and office uses on the ground floor. This would exempt them from the 
requirement to provide tourism related services, retail uses or a cultural establishment on the 
ground floor abutting Pownal Street. Spencer Campbell, applicant, presented more details for the 
application. Steve Dunn, co-applicant, and David Lopes, architect, were also at the meeting.  
 
Mr. Campbell mentioned that together with Mr. Dunne, they have been working with staff on this 
project for some time and they are committed to working with the City to try to make the 
downtown even more vibrant and make Charlottetown a better place.  
 
Currently, full renovation of the adjacent property at 24 Water Street and on-going construction 
of a four (4) storey building at 7-9 Pownal Street has been taken place. The building will have 14 
units and underground parking. The project began in the summer of 2020 and is projected to be 
completed by summer 2021.  
 
The area where the site specific exemption is being requested would be approximately 1600 sq. 
ft. of space on the ground floor of the building. It was originally intended for commercial uses. 
Under the Bylaw and the Official Plan, Pownal Street is designated as a walkable street. Once a 
property has been designated as part of a walkable street, the things that you can do on that 
walkable street are more restrictive than what the usual Waterfront zone would generally permit. 
Currently, the property would permit the following: eating and drinking establishments, which 
could be a bar or a restaurant; tourism related services which by their nature, would tend to be 
primarily seasonal; retail store or a cultural establishment. Under the walkable street provisions 
of the bylaws, those are the only things that would be allowed in that space. Mr. Campbell was 
requesting that they be exempted from those uses and allow them to use the space for either 
residential or office use. Mr. Campbell also shared that based on discussions with his partners, 
they felt that an office use would be the best use for this space.  
 
Mr. Campbell highlighted the reasons for their request for exemption. The subject property is 
located further away from other retail uses. It is in an area that is primarily residential to the west 
and bordered on the east by the Courthouse and other smaller commercial office spaces. There 
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are also limited parking spaces despite having underground parking and other offsite parking. 
There is not enough parking to accommodate or support a successful retail use. Mr. Campbell 
also does not prefer the idea of putting a bar or a restaurant and felt that other residents in the 
building would also not prefer that use on the main level. There could be noise and other issues.  
 
Mr. Campbell noted that the Covid-19 pandemic has been a big factor as well, especially on the 
vacancy rates for retail businesses in Charlottetown and hoped that this is only temporary. Mr. 
Campbell felt that it is not economically viable to put a retail store at this time and that an office 
space would be a better use of the facility. Mr. Campbell shared that they received letters of 
support from several adjacent property owners and from Downtown Charlottetown Inc. Mr. 
Campbell stated that, “We're very excited about the property. We take a lot of pride in the 
property. We put a lot of work into it. We want it to be the very nice and successful property and 
so we're looking for support to make this change and make it more viable. Thank you.” 
 
John Rankin, resident, mentioned that the development on the corner is a very significant change 
to Water Street. He mentioned that the oil tanks disappeared, then they got a park and now they 
are getting substantial housing. Mr. Rankin felt that the request did not make any sense because 
it referred to exemptions to the property on 7-9 Pownal Street and believed that the property 
was on Water Street. Mr. Rankin also stated that it is the only “walkable street” that doesn’t have 
any sidewalks anymore because the development has taken away the sidewalk. Mr. Rankin 
doesn’t think that there is enough room to walk down that street without narrowing the existing 
street. The yacht club is located in the area where 50-60 ft trailers haul boats in and out of the 
area. Mr. Rankin then asked how a walkable street be affected by this proposed site specific 
exemption on a building that is already built except for the interior structure. 
 
David Lopes, engineer, noted that Mr. Rankin made a good point in terms of the sidewalk and 
acknowledged that it is a busy street. However, Mr. Lopes explained that the site specific request 
would most likely support Mr. Rankin’s comments since the area does not seem to fit the objective 
of the walkable streets having those boats and trailers driving in and out of the area. Mr. Lopes 
stated that, “It is not necessarily about what the pedestrians do. The idea behind the Official Plan 
is that, that space is supposed to be a space that people are going to be drawn into.” Mr. Lopes 
felt that a retail store or bar and restaurant in that area will not be successful or desirable.  
 
Mr. Rankin mentioned that the sidewalks have been removed and is no longer a walkable street. 
He also asked how they got a permit to construct the building and garage right up to the street. 
Even though the building will be very attractive and desirable for people, Mr. Rankin indicated 
that they are requesting for an exemption without a specific use in mind and could eventually put 
in any type of use in the building. Mr. Lopes explained that the sidewalks cannot be seen at this 
time because of the construction but the sidewalk is there and will remain there once building is 
constructed. Also, Mr. Lopes explained that their request was to exempt 1600 sq. ft. of ground 
space for either residential or office use. It was also determined that it will be converted into 
offices that could be rented out as a law office or real estate office. 
 
Mr. Rankin commented that the building would be four (4) storeys high and observed that the 
first floor has a ceiling height of 12 ft and he felt that it was planned for commercial operations 
before planning to use it for residential. Mr. Lopes explained that when they signed the 
development agreement with the City, they agreed to meet the bylaw requirements for permitted 
uses for walkable streets which could be eating and drinking establishments, retail store, seasonal 
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tourism space or cultural establishment. However, because of the high vacancy rates for 
commercial uses, the exemption request is to allow us to use it for office space instead of these 
more intensive commercial uses. Mr. Campbell also shared that they have another property on 
Water Street where their residential units also have a 12-ft ceiling. Mr. Lopes clarified that the 
building will not extend up to the sidewalk. The sidewalks will remain and in addition, there will 
be a barrier-free ramp to allow access to the units and landscaped area. Mr. Lopes also mentioned 
that what Mr. Rankin referred to as a park was not a park but was a parking lot. The trees and 
greenspaces on the east side of the sidewalk will remain. Mayor Brown thanked Mr. Rankin for 
clarifying his concerns on the sidewalk and Mr. Lopes for explaining that the sidewalks and 
landscaped areas will remain. 
 
Councillor Tweel congratulated the developers and mentioned that this project is a significant and 
huge investment for downtown Charlottetown. 
 
Mayor Brown asked for any further comments; there being none, the meeting proceeded to the 
next agenda item. 
 
6.  Adjournment of Public Session 
Meeting adjourned at 8:45 p.m. 
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PLANNING AND HERITAGE COMMITTEE – DESIGN REVIEW BOARD MINUTES 

MONDAY, MARCH 22, 2021 12:00 P.M. 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 2nd FLOOR, CITY HALL, 199 QUEEN STREET 

Live Streaming: www.charlottetown.ca/video    

  

Present: Mayor Philip Brown  

Councillor Mike Duffy, Chair  

Councillor Alanna Jankov 

Councillor Julie McCabe, Vice-Chair*  

*participated via teleconference 

 

Greg Munn, RM 

Sharon Larter, RM 

Kris Fournier, RM  

Kenneth McInnis, RM 

 

Also: Alex Forbes, PHM  

Laurel Palmer Thompson, PII 

 

Ellen Faye Catane, IO/AA 

 

Regrets: Councillor Mitchell Tweel  

 

Brian Gillis, RM  

 

As the City continues to follow physical distancing protocols set out by PEI Public Health, the 

maximum seating for the public was limited to eight (8) at the Parkdale Room. Upon arrival, 

individuals were required to provide information for contact tracing purposes. 

 

1. Call to Order  

Councillor Duffy called the meeting to order at 12:04 pm.  

 

2. Declaration of Conflicts 

Councillor Duffy asked if there are any conflicts and there being none, moved to the approval of 

the agenda. Prior to the meeting, Brian Gillis sent an email declaring conflict of interest to this 

application. 

 

3. Approval of Agenda 

Moved by Ken McInnis, RM, and seconded by Kris Fournier, RM, that the agenda for 

Monday, March 22, 2021, be approved.  

 CARRIED 

 

4. Adoption of Minutes 

Moved by Ken McInnis, RM, and seconded by Greg Munn, RM, that the minutes of the 

Monday, March 01, 2021 meeting, be approved. 

 CARRIED 

 

5. Business arising from Minutes 

Mayor Philip Brown followed up with Mr. Forbes on timeline for the Fitzroy Parkade façade 

development. Mr. Forbes explained that the application has gone through the necessary committee 

reviews and approvals have already been granted. The design review has been completed as well. 

The reason why this is currently pending is more on the required expenditure and budget approvals. 

Mayor Brown asked if the approval goes through Public Works and Councillor Duffy thought it 

would go through Public Works. Mr. Forbes added that this is a CADC project that they  oversee- 

on the City’s behalf and is not certain about the other committee approvals or when it will get 

funded. 
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6. 199 Grafton Street (PID #342790) 
This is a request to review the request for the proposed development on 199 Grafton Street (PID 

#342790). Laurel Palmer Thompson, Planner II, presented the application. 
 

This is a proposal for a six (6) storey, multi-residential building consisting of four (4) storeys of 

apartments on top of a two (2) storey parking garage at grade, with four (4) additional units and a 

lobby at ground level. There is also one (1) level of underground parking. The proposal also 

includes a Bonus Height Application and the applicant has indicated in their submission that the 

project is to be affordable housing. These components of the application will be deferred to 

Planning Board and the City’s Affordable Housing Incentive Program for review and approvals. 

The current request is to approve the design proposal.  

 

Section 7.1 of the Zoning and Development By-law requires new buildings within the 500 Lot 

Area to undergo Design Review process. This is to ensure that the architectural design of buildings 

within the 500 Lot Area maintains a higher quality of design and is constructed with a consistent 

type and quality of materials which compliments the surrounding buildings in the area.  

 

The applicant’s submission was sent to an independent design reviewer, Peter Fellows, to perform 

a design analysis. On March 19, 2021 Mr. Fellows submitted his formal review to the City and 

identified the following main points in his review: 1) This particular parcel of land is unique 

because of its irregular shape. For example, the lot has characteristics of a corner lot, an interior 

lot and through lot; 2) For review purposes he considered this as a through lot; 3) The massing is 

well done with its use of inset balconies and a modern cornice look topping the structure. Mr. 

Fellows had two areas of concern with the facades on Clark Street. He recommended that it would 

look better and desirable if it had the brick as that on Prince Street. Also, he thought that the end 

at Hillsborough Street, although it does not look unpleasant, it should also have the same framing 

done in brick with metal panel inserts for a softer look.  

 

In the design review report, the design reviewer indicated that several variances are required in 

order to obtain building permit approval. Staff will review the design reviewer’s recommendations 

pertaining to the required variances and will forward a detailed report to Planning Board following 

public notification of the requested variances. In terms of parking, there are 88 existing spaces on 

the Polyclinic building. These parking spaces will be removed and will be replaced within the new 

building. 

 

Staff agrees with the design reviewer that the subject property is unique because it is bounded by 

four (4) streets. From staff’s point of view, the primary consideration of this application is whether 

the requested variances will negatively impact the adjacent properties in this area. Ms. Thompson 

identified these properties as the smaller apartment building on Prince Street and on Hillsborough 

Street.  

 

The Design Review Board should consider massing in relation to these buildings. Staff are most 

concerned with the proximity of the proposed building to the smaller existing apartment buildings 

and it is difficult to tell how close the proposed building will be located to the smaller apartment 
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building on Prince Street. A survey plan was provided but it does not indicate the actual setback 

to the adjacent buildings. A more detailed survey plan with the setback requirements will be 

required to determine and assess the necessary variances.   

 

The next most significant variance is the location of the proposed parking structure to the 

residential building located at 129-131 Hillsborough Street. Again, this will be assessed by 

Planning Board.  

 

Staff are less concerned with regard to the variances required for the building adjacent to the   Clark 

Street laneway. Staff will be reviewing what the impact of this proximity will have on adjacent 

properties along Clark Street. Staff is working with the Manager of Public Works to ensure that 

Clark Street is not compromised by encroachment while still ensuring the proposed building can 

be constructed and will not affect other operations such as snow removal. The existing power lines 

along Clark Street will need to be relocated at the property owner’s expense. The Board should 

also consider if there will be any impacts on property owners to the north located on Kent St. 

 

The Design Reviewer has indicated that the exit to the parking structure on Prince Street effectively 

provides a step back of this building. Staff would request that the Design Review Board pay 

particular attention to this street frontage to determine whether they agree with the design 

reviewer’s assessment. Staff are less concerned about the step backs on the north and south 

elevation of the building. The more significant streetscapes on this project are both Prince and 

Hillsborough Streets. 

 

The applicant is also required to provide 10% landscaping on site. The Design Reviewer did not 

comment on landscaping in his report. Staff will ensure that the application meets the landscape 

requirement before proceeding to Planning Board. According to staff’s calculation, there is 

sufficient parking within the proposed building. Therefore, staff would like to understand why 

there are eight (8) parking spaces left on the corner of Prince Street and Grafton Street. Staff felt 

that it is a prominent corner in the downtown area and the location of the parking does not enhance  

the overall aesthetic and urban design of the corner. Staff would encourage the Design Review 

Board to focus in on this area and provide any suggestions about what urban design or landscaping 

features would enhance this prominent corner. It is not being recommended that the whole portion 

be given to the city or used for landscaping, but a portion of it should be used to enhance the 

streetscape on that corner. 

 

Staff will also follow up with the Public Works Manager to determine whether the access to the 

proposed parking is too close to the abutting intersection on Grafton Street and Prince Street. Staff 

are suggesting that mitigative measures be put in place to notify pedestrians when vehicles are 

entering and exiting the building on Hillsborough or Prince Street. Staff is suggesting that a type 

of alarm be installed when vehicles enter or exit the building. 

 

When the application goes to public hearing, staff and Council will hear from the adjoining 

property owners, as well as the residents to the north who back onto Clark Street. It would be 

helpful to staff if the Design Review Boards could indicate if they feel the proposed building can 

be constructed generally as presented. If the Design Review Board has concerns with regard to the 

requested variances, these concerns should be identified during the design review process so that 
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the application does not move to Planning Board and variances are denied. This situation would 

only extend the length of the approval process. If there is anything that the design review board 

feels that needs to be adjusted, it would be recommended that it be discussed and determined at 

this meeting. The intent of the Design Review Board is to assess not only the design elements of 

this project, but factor in the requested variances to determine if design changes can mitigate the 

impact of the proposed variances.     

 

Staff is prepared to support this proposal subject to the Design Reviewer’s recommendation to 

integrate the brick on the Prince Street and Hillsborough facades that were referenced earlier. As 

noted by the Design Reviewer, the Clark Street façade should continue as is with the lower two  

(2) floors open but the structure would look better and be more durable if finished in the same 

brick as on Prince Street while leaving the railings and cars visible to the viewer. Also, the end at 

Hillsborough should have the framing done in brick with metal panel inserts for a softer look. Staff 

would welcome any suggestions that the Design Review Board would offer with regard to the 

surface parking treatment as well as the step back treatment on Prince Street.   

 

Staff are generally in support of the application and feel that some small adjustments as outlined 

in the report could certainly contribute to the overall design of the building and the streetscape.  

Staff is recommending that the Design Review Board approve the proposed building façade 

designs and site plan for the six (6) storey, 84-unit building consisting of affordable housing as per 

the Design Reviewer’s and staff’s recommendations. 

 

Mayor Brown asked if there will be entrances and exits will be on Prince Street and Hillsborough 

Street. Greg Munn, RM, confirmed and added that both are two-way accesses. 

 

Mr. Munn indicated that six (6) storeys would be permitted and asked if the height variance be 

more than 10%. Ms. Thompson responded that for the six (6) storey building with the bonus height 

included, there will be about six (6) plus foot variance, or a variance to four (4) storeys if bonus 

height cannot be justified requires a four (4) plus foot variance. Alex Forbes, PHM, added that 

because there are several variances involved in the application, this will be considered as a site-

specific exemption process to look at the request as a whole instead of dealing with individual 

variances. Mr. Forbes explained that the site-specific exemption will be a more robust process, 

which will also require a public meeting to allow people to participate and provide their inputs on 

the proposed development.  

 

Mr. Munn asked if there was a specific for the roof deck (as per plan) and asked if this would be 

considered as green space or just roof line. Mr. Forbes noted that the applicant may be able to 

provide more details of the proposed design.   

 

Mayor Brown asked if the variances have been determined and Ms. Thompson responded that it 

is summarized in the report. Mr. Forbes mentioned that it is summarized on page 4 of the report. 

Ms. Thompson also presented the elevations of the proposed building. Mr. Forbes explained that 

this development requires several review processes and design review would only be one (1) of 

the many approvals. The other aspects such as the variances would be determined by Planning 

Board. Mr. Forbes indicated that what staff would like to determine in this application is if the 
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board felt that the design could be improved by not allowing any of the variances before it is 

reviewed by Planning Board.  

 

Mayor Brown felt that the requests are minor variances and Mr. Forbes agreed and mentioned that 

in the report summary, it indicated that the Zoning Bylaw can be rigid with regard to how to 

determine site parameters, and the Design Review Board needs to be mindful of the requested 

variances to ensure that it does not negatively affect the neighbouring properties. 

 

Mr. Munn commented that the board needs to review the application to ensure that if the variances 

were approved, the building will work and be harmonious with the area. Mr. Forbes agreed and 

indicated that the end goal is to approve a proposal that works not just for the applicant but also 

for the residents in the area and the City as a whole. 

 

Councillor Duffy commented that the variances are strongly related to the proposed design and 

Mr. Forbes agreed. The variances are required because the proposal does not meet the current 

bylaw requirements, but the variances are minor in nature but would still have to go through the 

necessary processes for approval. 

 

Mayor Brown shared that a huge apartment building used to exist where the current parking lot is 

located. There are also huge apartment buildings along Clark Street. Mayor Brown added that it is 

the building’s design that continue to keep the integrity of Clark Street. Mayor Brown felt that the 

proposed building will complement the area. Mayor Brown asked if all 84 units will be affordable 

units. Ms. Thompson responded that the applicant has indicated that all units will be affordable 

units, but the applicant can confirm that as well.  

 

Council Jankov clarified that the design review board’s responsibility is to review and make a 

recommendation to either accept the design or not. Councillor Duffy confirmed.  

 

Sharon Larter, RM, asked if the removal of the eight (8) parking spaces would be part of the 

recommendation. Ms. Thompson responded that staff felt that the corner would be better not to 

have eight (8) parking spaces and instead, have either greenspace or any urban design component 

on the corner. Ms. Thompson shared an example of urban design integration at the corner of Euston 

Street and University Ave where landscaping, stone pavers, benches, etc. were incorporated. Ms. 

Thompson also added that staff needs to work with Public Works to review and determine if the 

existing access to the parking lot at the corner meets the requirements for driveway access. Mayor 

Brown asked if there is an existing driveway access and Ms. Thompson responded that it will be 

a new access. Councillor Duffy mentioned that the parking lot is currently being used by staff of 

the Polyclinic.  

 

Ken MacInnis, RM, what is the status of the building adjacent to the proposed building. Mayor 

Brown responded that the building is currently under renovation, but Ms. Thompson indicated that 

the property is already occupied and is used as an apartment building. 

 

Tim Banks and Cain Arsenault, developers, were at the meeting to provide additional information 

and answer questions. Mr. Banks indicated that they reviewed Mr. Fellow’s report and they agree 

with the recommendations to have brick on the side of Clark Street and Hillsborough Street. For 
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the three (3) ft setback, they are looking at two (2) feet. Mr. Banks also noted that they have parking 

stalls that are in 20 ft deep. In order to make the public parking garage work, they are requesting  

variances to modify the building footprint. With respect to the slope of the driving lanes, Mr. Banks 

confirmed that it meets the National Building Code and Fire Code. For the parking spaces on the 

corner lot, they plan to clean up the lot and incorporate landscaping to make it more aesthetically 

pleasing. Mr. Banks noted that the developer, Morris Holdings, intend to further develop the 

property. There are no official plans at the moment, but Mr. Banks mentioned that they will 

continue to improve the streetscape of Grafton Street. 

 

Mr. Banks also shared that they renegotiated with Lawton’s Pharmacy, redeveloped the third floor 

and leased the second floor and a portion of the lower level of the Polyclinic building with Health 

PEI and CBI respectively.  

 

Mr. Banks indicated that they have no issues with the comments from the design reviewer and they 

are looking to be able to proceed to a public meeting in order to move ahead with all the other 

required processes and approvals. 

 

Mr. Banks commented that out of the 84 units, they are looking at 60 affordable units and the 24 

market units. Mr. Banks is also looking at potentially getting 66 affordable units but at this time 

and depending on the financial aspect of the project, he guaranteed 60 affordable units as part of 

their development agreement. Mr. Banks also added that this development will have more 

affordable units than other developments in the province. 

 

Mayor Brown asked if Mr. Banks will be using CMHC’s formula and Mr. Banks confirmed that 

they will be using the Flex Program and that they will be entering into an agreement with CMHC. 

 

Greg Munn, RM, asked why the building design did not extend all the way to Hillsborough Street 

or will there be a garden deck in that area. Mr. Banks responded that they intend to use that area 

as greenspace and area for tenants. They are also looking at putting solar panels on the entire roof. 

Mr. Arsenault also added that proposed design would allow them to keep natural lighting for the 

existing building. Mr. Banks also noted that they initially planned for 100 units but decided to 

reduce to 84 units to provide enough green space and natural lighting.  

 

Mayor Brown asked what the value of the project would be and Mr. Banks responded that it would 

be around $21 million.  

 

Mayor Brown also commented that there are no existing accesses on the corner of Grafton and 

Prince Street at the moment and that the development is proposing to create an access. Mr. 

Arsenault explained that there is an existing access to the private physician parking lots and that 

access will remain off Grafton Street. However, Mr. Arsenault confirmed that there is no access 

on Prince Street at the moment. Mr. Banks also added that they will enhance that space and add 

additional landscaping on the corner.  

 

Mr. Banks indicated that if the building is moved closer to Clark Street, they could add more 

landscaping along the area and also easier for them to deal with Maritime Electric issues. Maritime 

Electric doesn’t have an easement on their property at the moment. Mr. Banks added that they will 
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be working with Maritime Electric at the developer’s cost to address this issue. Councillor Jankov 

asked if the power lines will be buried underground and Mr. Banks confirmed. Councillor Jankov 

felt that it would be a big improvement for the area. Mayor Brown indicated that this will be a 

great project for the downtown area. 

 

Mr. Forbes clarified that the resolution that would come from the design review board is to direct 

staff to follow up pending items to complete the process. This does not require a recommendation 

to Council. A resolution from this board only goes to Council if the board disagrees with the design 

review or staff’s recommendation. After this Board makes a recommendation, staff will work on 

the other aspects of the application and will then go to Planning Board and Council for a 

recommendation to proceed to public consultation. 

 

Mayor Brown asked what is the timeline for this project. Mr. Forbes responded that this the design 

review is approved, staff will work on gathering additional information and make a 

recommendation for Planning Board and Council for public meeting. Mr. Forbes is hoping that 

this could be reviewed in April. Once this is approved to go to a public meeting, staff will ensure 

that all information is ready when it is scheduled for public meeting. 

 

Councillor Duffy asked for comments or questions; there being none, the following resolution was 

put forward: 

 

Moved by Mayor Philip Brown and seconded by Greg Munn, RM, that the proposed site and 

building façade plans for the proposed six (6) storey, 84-unit apartment building with 

parking located within and under the building located at 199 Grafton Street (PID #342790) 

as per the Design Reviewer and Staff’s recommendation, be approved. Furthermore, the 

Design Review Board’s recommendation will be forwarded to the Planning Board outlining 

their assessment of the variances and design recommended by the Design Review Board. 

CARRIED 

(7-0) 

7. New Business 

There was no new business. 

 

8. Adjournment 

Moved by Ken MacInnis, RM, and seconded by Greg Munn, RM, that the meeting be adjourned. 

The meeting was adjourned at 12:45 p.m. 

 

 

     

Councillor Duffy, Chair 
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